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使用倒傳遞神經網路之資料挖掘方法論
中文摘要
本研究乃探索如何從 3 層順傳遞類神經網路（three-layer feed-forward Neural Networks）裡
挖掘規則和知識，進而更新使用者之知識。

Abstract
This study proposes a rule/feature extracting methodology regarding the decision making process
for the user with some domain expertise, a process that can update the user’s prior belief of
his/her interested feature in a specific interested area. Within the process, there are mechanisms
designed for extracting relevant (nonlinear regression) rules from an odd number of well-trained
three-layer feed-forward neural networks, identifying their associated features, and updating the
corresponding prior belief. Instead of the data analysis, the mathematical programming analysis is
adopted here to identify each rule premise and its associated feature. With a bond pricing example,
we verify the proposed methodology and document that the proposed methodology is effective
for (financial or social scientific) applications in which there are few or no observations within a
certain region of the interested area.

Keyword：three-layer feed-forward neural networks, rules, features, prior belief.
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Introduction

Extracting knowledge from a well-trained neural network is a difficult but significant issue
attributed to that the corresponding mathematical representation of the relations between the
explanatory variables and the response is often nonlinear and complicated. Nevertheless,
developing algorithms to extract rules from well-trained neural networks has been a prevalent
topic [1][12]. The significance of these applications may be especially pronounced for exploring
new financial market or new financial instruments.
From the literature related to extracting rules from the trained neural network [9]
[11][13][7][8], the extracted (regression) rules typically take the following syntax:
If (x ∈ the kth region), then (y’ = fk(x)), (1)
where x is the vector of independent variables and y’ is the approximated value of the dependent
variable via the fk(x) function. In equation (1), the expression of x ∈ the kth region is the premise
for the rule to be applied. To identify the region depicted in the premise of a single rule, most
previous work implement data analysis on the training or generated data set. The generated data
set contains data instances yielded from the trained network. To extract a comprehensible
multivariate polynomial representation in fk(x), the activation function of each hidden node is
approximated by an approximation function, which may be a piecewise linear function [8] or a
multivariate polynomial function with the power not be restricted to be an integer [7]. The
approach of multivariate polynomial rules is analogous to the traditional statistical approach of
parametric regression, which strips away nonessential details.
In this study, we propose and verifies a decision making process for users with domain
expertise, a process that can update the user’s prior belief of his/her interested feature. Within the
process, three proposed mechanisms are adopted for extracting comprehensible multivariate
polynomial representations from the well-trained three-layer layered feed-forward neural network
and further examining the extracted rules to gain, for example, the feature of first order partial
differential relation of the problem domain. With the features extracted from some odd number of
well-trained networks, we further propose a procedure for updating the user’s prior belief of
his/her interested feature.
There are three distinctive characteristics of this study. First, the problem we are interested
is a nonlinear regression problem with continuous variables. With this, our study differs from
these classification studies with linear setting [10][2].
Second, the training data, which typically are the historical financial market observations,
are frequently perturbed by some external forces and are thus contaminated with unknown noises.
Accordingly, multiple well-trained networks are incorporated to enhance the accuracy of the
extracted rules and features.
Third, instead of the data analysis, the mathematical programming analysis is adopted here
to identify the rule premise and justify the extracted feature. Specifically, with respect to each
trained network, the interested area is partitioned into disjoint regions for each of which there is a
comprehensible multivariate polynomial representation of the relationship between the
explanatory variables and the response. The mathematical programming analysis is used to
identify the extant rule premise. With data analysis for extracting rules or justifying extracted
features, the number of (training or generated) data instances is always finite and thus the resulted

rule premise covers merely discrete points. The feature exhibited at each extant region is also
identified through solving a corresponding mathematical programming problem accompanying
the comprehensible multivariate polynomial representation corresponding to that region.

2 The Proposed Process for Updating The User’s Prior Belief of The Interested Feature in
The Interested Area
The proposed process for updating the user’s prior belief of the interested feature in the interested
area is applied to any regression problem which has continuous variables and nonlinear
requirement and has been coped with three-layer feed-forward neural networks. y denotes value
of the network output, xi denotes the ith explanatory variable, with i from 1 to m, m is the number
of input nodes, and xT ≡ (x1, x2,… , xm). 2wjT ≡ (2wj1, 2wj2,… , 2wjm) stands for the weights between
the jth hidden node and the input layer, with j from 1 to p, where p is the number of used hidden
nodes, and 3wT ≡ (3w1, 3w2,… , 3wp) for the weights between the output node and all hidden nodes.
th
2θj is the bias of the j hidden node and 3θ is the bias of the output node. Hereafter, characters in
bold represent column vectors and the subscript T indicates transposition. The activation function
tanh(t) is used in all hidden nodes and the linear activation function is used in the output node.
Namely, for the cth sample cx, the activation value of the jth hidden node chj and the output value
p

cy

are computed as chj = tanh(2wjT cx + 2θj) and cy = jΣ=1 3wj chj + 3θ, respectively

Below are four assumptions regarding the proposed prior-belief-updating process:
Assumption 1: The user should have an odd number of obtained networks, each of which has an
acceptable forecast performance. With this assumption, the proposed process focuses upon
updating the user’s prior belief of the interested feature in the interested area via the obtained
acceptable networks.
Assumption 2: The user should have a list of interested features, each of which may be either
existing or absent in the literature, and the associated interested areas. Furthermore, based
upon the user’s knowledge and preference, each interested feature is either convinced or
unconvinced. Namely, a feature belongs to one of the following four groups: (i) the convinced
existing ones, (ii) the unconvinced existing ones, (iii) the convinced absent ones, and (iv) the
unconvinced absent ones. The user is not interested in the information extracted from the
obtained networks about any unconvinced absent feature, but the unconvinced existing
feature or the convinced absent feature. On the other hand, the convinced existing feature may
serve to determine if the obtained networks and the adopted approximation function are
suitable for the prior-belief-updating process. Therefore, the listed interested features include
the convinced existing ones, the unconvinced existing ones, and the convinced absent ones.
Assumption 3: There exists a (computer) round-off effect in the tanh function and |tanh(x)| = 1
when |x| > ψ. In other words, it is impossible to have tanh(x) ∈ (-1, -tanh(ψ)) ∪ (tanh(ψ), 1).
The constant ψ may be different due to different level of precision of the computer. For
instance, in our PC simulation environment with Pentium 4, ψ is (approximately)
19.0615474653985.
Assumption 4: As mentioned in [7] and [8], an approximation of the activation function is usually
required for extracting comprehensible rules from the trained network. We here further

assume that, with respect to the interested feature that covers the νth order (partial) differential
relation, the user should adopt a piecewise polynomial approximation function whose
maximal power is (ν+1) to approximate the tanh function.
Table 1 presents the proposed prior-belief-updating process. Based upon Assumption 2, there
is a list of interested features and their associated interested areas. With respect to each interested
feature, in Table 1, there are four steps designed for updating the user’s prior belief. Step 1 adopts
the rule-extracting mechanism to divide the interested area into several disjoint regions and
obtain the comprehensible polynomial representation of each disjoint region. The (extracted) rule
should be a specific comprehensible multivariate polynomial representation of the relationship
between the explanatory variables and the response when the vector of explanatory variables x is
in some region. Step 2 uses the feature-extracting mechanism to identify the feature exhibited at
each extant disjoint region. If a disjoint region exhibits a null result, the proposed partition
mechanism in Step 3 further splits that region into two (sub-) regions, at each of which a specific
feature definitely exhibits. The prior-belief-updating procedure is proposed in Step 4.
Note that Assumption 1 states that the user should have some odd number of obtained
acceptable networks. The adoption of multiple networks serves as a stabilization measure to the
conclusion of extracted features.
For each obtained network, the rule-extracting mechanism divides the interested area into
several regions and the feature-identifying mechanism identifies a specific feature at each region,
a feature that conforms or deviates with the interested feature. The division of the interested area
and the features exhibited in the divided regions may be different regarding to different networks.
Let the consistent area of a network regarding the interested feature be the union of regions
exhibiting the conformed feature. With respect to each interested feature, the following three
types of areas regarding all obtained network should be identified:
(i) The consistent area of the interested feature (hereafter the CA) is the region at which all
obtained networks exhibit unanimously the conformed feature. Namely, the CA is the intersection
of the corresponding consistent areas of all obtained networks.
(ii) The accordant inconsistent area of the interested feature (hereafter the AIA) is the area in
which all networks unanimously exhibit the deviated feature.
(iii) The discordant area of the interested feature (hereafter the DA) is the area in which some
networks exhibit the conformed feature and the others exhibit the deviated feature.
After obtaining these three types of areas, the user can follow the procedure shown in Figure 2 to
update his/her prior belief of the interested feature in the interested area. The result could be as
follows:
(i) The user’s prior belief of the interested feature is strengthened in the CA. Namely, the user’s
posterior belief of the interested feature in the CA is stronger than his/her prior belief.
(ii) The user’s prior belief of the interested feature is weakened in the AIA. Namely, the user’s
posterior belief of the interested feature in the AIA is weaker than his/her prior belief.
(iii) If the CA is the whole interested area, then the user’s prior belief of the interested feature in
the interested area is strengthened. Namely, the user’s posterior belief of the interested feature in
the interested area is stronger than his/her prior belief.
(iv) If the AIA is the whole interested area, then the user’s prior belief of the interested feature in
the interested area is weakened. Namely, the user’s posterior belief of the interested feature in the

interested area is weaker than his/her prior belief.
(v) For each DA, the voting mechanism is used to derive a (plausible) feature. Specifically, the
number of networks with the exhibited features 2F1 and 2F2 on each DA are exhaustively counted.
The left subscript of 2 corresponds to a second order differential relation depicted in the
interested feature; the right subscript of 0, 1, or 2 corresponds to a null result, a positive
differential relation, or a negative differential relation, respectively. The percentage of these two
numbers reflects either supportive or disconfirming strength on updating the user’s prior belief in
the DA.
(vi) If the convinced existing feature is supported by the conformed feature in the whole
interested area, the user may claim that the adopted approximation function is acceptable.
Otherwise, the user may claim either that the adopted approximation function g is unacceptable
or that the obtained networks are not useful in the rule/feature extraction.
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Conclusion and Managerial implications

This study adds to the literature by introducing a methodology for extracting rule/feature from
three-layer feed-forward networks and updating the user’s prior belief based upon the extracted
features. Mechanisms are developed to extract rules and features within each relevant region of
the user’s interested area. The mathematical programming analysis, instead of a data analysis, is
adopted to identify the premise of each multivariate polynomial rule. The mathematical
programming analysis is also adopted in the identification of the feature exhibited in each
separate region. With the mathematical programming analysis, these mechanisms can provide
both rules and features in the region with few or no data observations. Furthermore, the
prior-belief-updating procedure accompanied with multiple networks helps average out noises
and thus mitigate inaccurate estimates of individual networks. Moreover, the proposed
methodology may identify the relationship which differs within differential domains. For
example, from the perspective of the bond literature, the magnitude of the discount or premium
for fixed rated bonds decreases as its life gets shorter.
Accordingly, we can extract any higher order nonlinear regression rules and corresponding
features from trained neural networks with the tanh activation function in hidden nodes. The
extracted feature could describe the differential relation that a social scientific application
concerns. The proposed methodology could be useful in exploring newly issued financial
instruments with limited data instances, and this is a future work.
On the other hand, issues worthy of future studies include the application of the proposed
methodology to real world data, the elimination of redundant constraints from the premise of a
rule, and the integration of extracted rules.
計畫成果自評：
此研究計畫成果豐碩，已被送到相關研討會和期刊審查。其延伸之研究亦在進行中。
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Table 1. The proposed rule-feature-extracting procedure for a three-layer feed-forward neural
network.
Step 1: Apply the rule-extracting mechanism to divide the
interested area into several disjoint regions, associated with each
of which there is a specific polynomial representation
approximating the response.
Step 2: Apply the feature-extracting mechanism to identify the
exhibited feature in each extant disjoint region.
Step 3: Apply the partition mechanism to split any disjoint region
with a null result in Step 2 into two (sub-) regions, each of
which exhibits exactly one specific feature.
Step 4: Update the prior belief.

